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CHAPTER FOUR: THE NAFS AND ETHICS OF BEHAVIOR:

“Your wish for destitution, while All h has placed you within the state of working for a living,

is a hidden folly. Your wish for a means of living while All h has placed you in destitution is an

abasement from noble feelings.”

“Your demand on Him is an accusation of Him and an absence from Him. Your demand on

others than Him is a sign of your impoliteness with Him. It is due to your extremity from Him.”

“A sign of reliance on deeds is the diminishing of hope (of redemption) when falling into

folly.”

“Do not travel from a creation to another creation. Travel from creations to the Creator. To

your Sustainer is the end.”

“If a traveler’s zeal stops where a revelation was disclosed to him, calls of reality will always

tell him: ‘What you need is ahead of you!’ When creations are disclosed, their essences call: ‘We

are only a persuasion, so do not become a nonbeliever!’

1. Ethics of behavior

2. Destitution and earning a living

3. Time

4. Requesting, giving, and rejection

5. The balance of deeds

6. Pure worship

7. Approaching and against persuasion by it

8. Commentary

1- Ethics of behavior:

We have seen, with our Sƒaykƒ, how a traveler goes into two stages of jihad of the nafs. In the first,

his nafs exercise works ethically by replacing bad qualities by their opposite good qualities in order to

achieve ethical perfection within himself, and in his own practical behavior within society. The second

is his practice of hard strife, like isolation and seclusion and dƒikr, etc. to make himself ready for

states of adoration, annihilation, and gnosis of All h.

Then comes a third stage in nafs: jihad, in which the traveler tames himself with the ethics of behavior.

Ethics of behavior, with all üfis, are the general rules which a traveler must apply in all aspects of his

conduct. Al Hadd d says: “ üfism is entire politeness. There is politeness for each time, politeness for

each state, politeness for each station. He that sticks to this politeness will be mature. He that loses

politeness will be very far while he thinks he is near, and refused while he thinks that he has been

accepted.” Dhul-Nün Al Masri says: “If a mureed exceeds the limit of politeness, he will return to

where he came from.” Al Jariri says: “ üfism is a surveillance of all states and sticking to politeness.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h pays full attention to the ethics of the travel to All h, being a guiding Sƒaykƒ who

shows the traveler the twists and pitfalls of the road to All h. He included these ethics his book Al-

Hikam (Maxims) in the form of a letter to the mureed, and advises him never to deviate from them,

otherwise he will not reach. These ethics are considered to be the crux of his experience and special

taste.

The first of these which our Sƒaykƒ deals with are the ethics of destitution and gaining a living, time,

requesting, granting, rejection, ethics of deeds and worship, inclination to All h, caution against being

persuaded in any way. He does not include them all in one volume, but expresses them in various and
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remote places, making it difficult for the researcher to combine them together and find out

relationships among them.

If nafs-exercises by refining manners, which is the first stage in the nafs-jihad, as we have shown,

show to us the relation of the traveler with himself to mend his matter, correct his behavior with

people and the society in which he lives, nafs-jihad by observing ethics of behavior shows us how the

relation between the traveler and his Sustainer should be and what the traveler must consider in order

to overcome all obstacles on the road to All h. That enables us to say that getting the nafs to stick to

the ethics of behavior is itself a correction by the traveler of his relation with his Sustainer in all

shapes.

2.- Destitution and earning a living:

The first a traveler should know of the ethics of behavior, in our Sƒaykƒ’s view, are the ethics of

destitution and earning a living. Destitution, as he sees it, means that the traveler should not be

concerned with means of living, and concentrate entirely on the requisites of the üfi road. The

traveler is now called the “destitute”.

Earning a living means that a traveler is concerned with aspects of life and earning a living.

It is no fundamental condition, with Ibn fiA† Ill h, that a traveler on the road should be a destitute. It

is preferable, in many cases, that he should earn his living. His earning of his living will not hinder his

travel as long as he is not veiled by those means from All h and as long as he keeps the rules of

behavior in them.

Yet, there is a question which faces us here. Are the destitute and the earner of the same degree as

travelers of the üfi path? We shall let Ibn fiA† Ill h answer this question himself. He says: “They are

not so. All h will not make equal one who concentrates on his worship with him that works for his

own living even if he is pious in it. If, however, the destitute and the earner are equal in the knowledge

of All h, the destitute is better, higher, and more perfect….”

Our Sƒaykƒ makes the destitute equal to the earner with respect to their knowledge of All h, yet He

prefers the destitute because he thinks that he who is concerned with the means of earning a living

would rarely be rescued from offence and would rarely have his worship and obedience so pure as to

bring him nearer to All h. That is because he mingles with the worldly and forgetful. This view of his

explains to us his understanding of the üfi’s relationship with the society in which he lives. He never

admits that a üfi should depend for his living on others, but that he should himself earn his living.

True he prefers destitution, but he also believes that earning a living is a noble state. Had Ibn

fiA† Ill h preferred destitution entirely and without condition, we would have said that his üfism

urges the escape from society and the full retreat to one’s own interior in a way that makes the üfi

useless to others.

Whether destitute, or an earner, a traveler should, in Ibn fiA† Ill h’s view, drop self direction entirely.

If a traveler works for his living, he should not leave it for destitution, but he should resort fully to

All h, because it is He Who gets him out of one state to another. Why should he do so, by himself,

when he found his benefit in taking means for earning a living? Does not it happen sometimes that

when an earner leaves on his earning by his own self, his faith is sometimes shaken and that he goes to

begging from people, becomes entirely concerned with worldliness, and is consequently thrown into

the ocean of extermination and never reaches to All h?!

If the traveler is a destitute, his politeness provides that he should not return by his own will to gaining

a means of living. He should never look for what people possess, otherwise the door of grace for what

others have will be opened in his heart, and thus he will resort to the darkness of means and their

stress. In such a case, the earner will be considered better because he has not walked on and then

turned back.
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Consequently, in our Sƒaykƒ’s view, a traveler should not get out of the state of earning to the state of

destitution by himself. That will be a mark of his hidden passion. In this connection, he says to the

traveler: “Your wish for destitution, while All h has placed you within the state of working for a

living, is a hidden folly. Your wish for using means of living while All h has placed you in destitution

is an abasement from noble feelings.”

When we think of the ethics of destitution and earning, with Ibn fiA† Ill h, we find that they are based

on dropping self direction and will. A traveler, whether a destitute or an earner, should be entirely

subordinate to All h’s will wherever He places him, and he should not get out of one state to the other

by his own will, against real slavehood in addition to resorting to one’s self and subordinating to its

passion.

3. Tme:

The entire submission of the traveler to states and ethics of behavior All h places him in, and in a way

in which he never looks for a transfer from one to the other, is what Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h and other üfis call

the submission to the command of “time”.

Submission to the command of time, as üfis say, is among the most cherished ethics in traveling to

All h. They mean by it what All h chooses for them and not what they chose for themselves. They

often say someone is under the command of time and they means that he is submitting to what goes on

in him by the unknown, not by himself’.

Our Sƒaykƒ goes more deeply in analyzing the meaning of “time” and he advises the traveler to

submit constantly to the judgment and warns him against producing anything by his own will other

than what All h has wanted for him in that “time”, because this will be a challenge to Deity and a

resort to his own will, and both reveal his full ignorance of the tariqa. In this, he says: “Nothing is left

but ignorance for him who wants to produce, in a time, other than what All h had produced in it.”

The value of submission to the command of time, in Ibn fiA† Ill h’s view, is that the traveler can give

what is due to each “time”. If the traveler is in a time of folly, he is due to repent. If he is in a time of

obedience, he is due to see All h’s grant and endowment on him. If he is in a time of hardship or

examination, he is due to endure and be patient. If he is in a time of abundance, he is due to be

grateful. Consequently, there is for each time its share of slave hood due to All h, which he has to give

instantly and not to retard for other times.

Consequently, again the traveler should not ask All h to get him out of one state to the other or, in

other words, from one “time” to another. Politeness requires him to leave it to All h’s will. In this he

says to the traveler: “Do not ask Him to get you out of a state to another. If He so wishes, He will do it

without getting you out.”

The traveler should know that time does not accept being retarded in any way. He should know that if

any of them escapes him, he will never regain it. Ibn fiA† Ill h in this connection distinguishes

between two kinds of dues: “dues in time” and “dues for time”. The first includes external worship,

e.g. salat, fasting, etc. if a traveler retards any of them, he can do it in another time. The other kind is

dues for integral dealings, which are required by his states and spiritual condition. Each of them had a

“right” on him which he must give instantly; otherwise, he will not reach. In this connection, Ibn

fiA† Ill h addresses the traveler, saying: “There are rights for times which can be given back or

retarded and there are time rights which cannot be given later because in each time that comes to you,

All h has an assured right on you in it. How can you give it its right, when you have not given All h’s

right in it?”

We therefore suggest, together with Ibn fiA† Ill h, that submission to the command of time is one of

the most important ethics of behavior on the path to All h, and that it is also based on dropping self

direction and choice, because if the traveler is submitting to the command of his time, it means he has
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no choice with All h in any way. Ibn fiA† Ill h exaggerates in getting the traveler to stick to dropping

self direction when he forbids him to ask All h to get him out of one state to another because such an

act is a result of passion of the nafs.

Yet, does it mean that a traveler should not ask All h for anything during his travel? The answer is as

follows:

4- Requesting, granting, and rejection:

Requesting, or asking people or All h by the mureed, is disliked by Ibn Ata’Illah. As for asking

people, it is clear. But how can asking All h also be disparaged?! Ibn fiA† Ill h replies by saying that

the traveler must be sure of All h’s endowing him with benefits. If he asks All h for anything, it

implies that he is uncertain of All h. His uncertainty is adverse to his slave hood to All h.

Ibn fiA† Ill h, however, does not carry on saying that asking All h is uncommendable. How can

asking All h be uncommendable, when All h says: “Ask me, I will respond to you.” He shows that

asking will be commendable when it only shows the need to All h.

As All h responds to the needy if he asks Him, the request of the traveler who shows his need to All h

will be an indication of All h’s response to him and granting to  him. In this respect Ibn fiA† Ill h

says to the traveler: “When he gets your tongue to utter a request to Him, know that He wishes to give

to you.”

Showing need to All h in asking Him coincides, in ¸ Ibn fiA† Ill h’s view, with the ethics of slave

hood. A request for one’s own personal desires is not the other request. In this, he says to the mureed:

“Do not make your request a means for His grant to you; your understating of Him then will be

incomplete. Your request should be to manifest your slave hood and your execution of the rights of

Deity.”

When a traveler asks All h, and no response is shown, it will be impolite to tell All h that He has

delayed His response. A traveler has to oblige himself to politeness and not ask. Ibn fiA† Ill h says

here: “Do not tell All h that He has retarded replying to your request, but tell yourself you are not yet

fully polite.”

What Ibn fiA† Ill h wants his mureed to stick to, is to stop asking All h in every case due to the

following three reasons:

1) he should be sure of what had been predestined by All h for him. There is no room

for asking something that has been formerly predestined for him. If he asks All h for

something and it is achieved, he should never think that his will has anything to do with it.

How can his succeeding request be a cause for a former predestined order? Ibn fiA† Ill h says

to his mureed: “How can your late request be a cause for His former grant? The order of

destiny is too sacred to have causes.”

2) A traveler should get himself involved in duties of worship and nafs-jihad and

dhikr, so as not to have time left for requesting All h. This is clear from his saying to the

mureed: “Politeness may indicate to them to stop requesting due to dependence on his

predestination and due to their obsessing in dhikr.”

3) The third reason which urges the traveler to abandon requesting is his full

understanding of All h’s grace and His rejection at the same time. Ibn fiA† Ill h thinks that

the traveler in the beginning of his travel is usually attracted by his own personal passions,

whether sensory or moral. A traveler may look to realize any one of these passions and so he

will ask All h for it, and All h may give it to him. This grant, as our Sƒaykƒ sees, is sheer

rejection because if All h allows a traveler to achieve his passion a lot, he will be veiled with

this achievement from All h. The contrary of that is the traveler who has not achieved any of
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his desires. He will be in a state with All h in which he is not distracted by anything to hinder

him from giving the dues of slave hood. All h’s rejection in this case will be in reality sheer

granting. Ibn fiA† Ill h says in this respect: “He may give you to reject you, and He may

reject your request to grant you.” He also says: “When he opens for you the door of

understanding in rejection, rejection will be to you real granting.”

Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h understood the wisdom of granting and rejection and his explanation for them is deep.

He considers granting an indication of All h’s grace and rejection and an indication of His dominance.

When All h grants to a traveler and rejects his request, or in other words, He shows him His grace and

dominance, it means that He wants the traveler to understand these attributes of His. He says in this

connection: “When He gives to you, He gets you to behold His mercy. When He rejects your request,

He shows you His dominance. In both cases, He gets you to know Him and approaches you with His

kindness to you.”

Consequently granting and rejecting by All h for the traveler’s requests is an avenue for the traveler in

which he knows All h through His mercy and dominance.

We then find Ibn fiA† Ill h plunging deep into psychologically analyzing the ideas of granting and

rejection. He states that the traveler must be fully stable, psychologically speaking, when All h grants

him anything or nothing, i.e. he should be indifferent. He should not rejoice when granted or be

depressed when rejected because his joy and depression are indications of his resorting to himself, his

will, his desires, and his lot, and these are uncommendable for the traveler. Ibn fiA† Ill h tells us that

a traveler of this worth is considered, in relation to the assured knowers, as a baby to a mature man. In

this, he says to his mureed:

“When you rejoice when you are given, and are depressed when rejected,

you should know that this is an indication of your childhood and falseness in your slave hood.”

If we consider this directive of granting and rejection as seen by Ibn fiA† Ill h in our day-to-day life,

we shall see how deep he is in analyzing the human nafs and its motives. In our daily life, we rejoice

and we suffer. We rejoice when life and its means come to us and in this case we imagine that these

are results of our deeds and will. It may also happen that means of life abandon us in spite of ourselves

and we become greatly depressed. Due to the succession of joy and depression in our lives, life

becomes unbearable because we always concern ourselves with the idea of how to keep hold of life

and its means for ourselves. Yet, if anyone is balanced enough that he can see joy should not be

exaggerated when life’s means come to him, he will not feel unhappy when they leave him. A man

then can endure and accept hardships, stand on his feet in the battle of living, and become very brave

and sure of himself.

When a traveler is assured of predestination, gets himself concerned with worship and nafs-jihad, and

understands All h’s wisdom in granting and rejection, there will be no room left for him to ask All h

for anything during travel.

A traveler dropping his requests to All h is in fact an over emphasis on the part of Ibn fiA† Ill h that

the traveler should drop all his will and desires. Dropping the will and desires by the traveler is

considered by the Sƒaykƒ to be the balance which weighs all acts of behavior during his travel. He

calls it sincerity. We explain it as follows:

5- balance of deeds:

Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h says that the traveler of the path approaches All h in his behavior by various acts like

salat, fasting, reciting litanies, dhikr, etc. In his early stage of travel, he thinks his dependence on such

deeds will get him to reach All h, and that without them he will not. You will therefore find him, if he

fails in doing any of them or fails in a sin or folly, very miserable, because he believes that such a

failure will cut him off from All h.
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Ibn fiA† Ill h states that a true üfi is not like that. He does not hope for any personal gain from his

worship. He only worships All h in fulfillment of rights due to Him, and looking for His attributes of

kindness, love, grace, etc. In this he says: “He that worships Him for something he hopes for of

himself, or to avoid His punishment, will not be fully giving His rights to Him.”

He then deepens his concept of pure worship and applies his doctrine of dropping self direction and

will, emphasizing that the traveler should not ask for compensation of any kind for his deeds or a

reward or price for them because in reality, he has no choice or deed of his own. The doer is All h. He

creates the acts of people. Therefore how can a traveler ask for a price for something he has not done?

If he theoretically believes that man has a will and performs deeds, we find him also confirming that

the acceptance of man’s acts depends in the end on All h’s acceptance of him. How can man be sure

of that acceptance? We therefore find him warning the traveler not to ask for compensation for any of

his deeds, saying: “Do not ask for compensation for a deed you have not done. It will be good enough

for you as a reward, that He will accept it.”

Consequently, the whole matter from its beginning to its end relies on All h’s will and not on the will

of man.

He once again warns the traveler not to ask for compensation for a deed because he is asked in all his

deeds for sincerity. Sincerity, as he explained earlier in the “balance of deeds”, means dropping the

will. How can a traveler’s deed be sincere when he asks for compensation for it? In this case, he will

no doubt be insincere. Ibn fiA† Ill h says here: “Whenever you ask for a compensation for a deed, you

are asked about your sincerity in it.”

He also shows that a traveler’s obedience is a gift from All h to him. How can he ask for

compensation for it? Does any reasonable man ask for compensation for a gift that has been presented

to him? He says: “How can you ask for a reward for something He has given to you as charity? How

can you ask for a price for charity He has bestowed upon you?”

Our Sƒaykƒ shows that a traveler’s worship should therefore be pure from desires of the nafs. It should

be sincere and in it the traveler should free himself from his ideas of power and capability, and base

himself on his deep conviction of dropping self direction and will and that man does not create his

deeds.

He who studies Ibn fiA† Ill h’s commentary about pure worship will find that it is based on analysis,

depth, and comprehensiveness. There is a great difference between it and Rabaa Al Adawia’s famous

worship, which she explained when asked about the truth of her faith. She said: “I have not

worshipped All h because of fear of His fire, otherwise I’ll be like the bad slave who will work if

frightened, nor in love for paradise, otherwise I’ll be like the bad wage earner who works if he is paid.

I worship Him for loving Him and yearning for Him.”

Our Sƒaykƒ’s standing in this connection is the standing of an assured üfi who bases the rules of his

behavior on a profound theory, while Rabia’s standing is the standing of a üfi who expresses her

findings when she is overcome by her state. There is a difference between an assured üfi who has

been ascertained and a üfi who is one of those of passions and states.

Related to the ethics of pure worship with Ibn fiA† Ill h are the ethics of approaching All h during

traveling and caution of persuasion, as we shall show below:

7- inclination and caution against pervasion:

Ibn fiA† Ill h states that when a traveler sees a special degree for his worship and asks for a reward

for it, he will be vain. When he is proud of his worship, it means he has committed a mistake on the

path which will veil him from All h. He will therefore get away gradually from All h without
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He warns the traveler of the path from looking for material karamas, as he should better look for

refining himself and correcting his behavior. In this respect, he says to him: “Looking for what is

latent in you of mistakes, is better than looking for what has been veiled by the unknown.”

He also tells him to devalue obvious karamas: “Karama may be granted to one who has not yet

become upright.” He also says: “Not everyone that has been chosen, has in fact been fully freed (from

his mistakes).” He indicates by this that a breath of the habitual may be given to one who has not been

uprightly corrected, or to who has not yet been freed from his own desires.

After all this, we still find Ibn fiA† Ill h warning his mureed not to be satisfied with what he is

granted of karama, material or otherwise, because they are pervasions. If he is pervaded by them, he

will be veiled and cut off from reaching. He indicates to him that whenever any of these karamas or

grants occur, he should not stop by them, but he should proceed steadily on his path unobcessed by

any of them until he reaches his most cherished destination, i.e. All h. He says to his mureed in this

connection: “Whenever a traveler’s desire wants him to stop by what has been revealed to him, tidings

of reality will call him: ‘What you are asking for is ahead of you.’ Whenever secrets of creations are

disclosed to him, their realities will always address him. ‘We are pervasions. Avoid falling into

disbelief.’”

8- Commentary:

We have seen how Ibn fiA† Ill h was an ascertained üfi who guided his mureeds to ethics of

behavior on the road to All h.

It is noticeable that Ibn fiA† Ill h’s short Maxim,s in which he expresses the various ethics of

behavior, e.g. destitution, applying means for a living, time, requesting, granting, rejection, sincerity in

worship and obedience, inclination and caution from pervasion, are all expression which are accurate

and deep, novel and concise, all of which reveal his spiritual maturity, knowledgeable thoroughness

and a rare talent in showing the most minute states of the traveler which occur to him physically

during his travel.

Ethics of behavior with him, if we look at them from the psychological point of view, are considered

an accurate moral expression of intellectual experiences, which he writes after a thorough search

within himself during his journey. They are therefore based on a foundation of introspection and show

personal tastes which are not easy for non üfis to understand in their latent deep meanings. On the

contrary, üfis, or those who are ready for üfi states, will find in these statements strong echoes in

themselves and a strong penetration through their minds or hearts.

If we look from the moral angle into the ethics of behavior, as viewed by Ibn fiA† Ill h, we find them

based on a cautious ethical basis that reveals that the evil commanding nafs is harmful and that bad

manners are latent within it. That is why we find that all manners to be applied by the traveler should

never get him to rely on himself and the traveler is always warned not to follow his desires, whether

obvious or hidden. In addition, ethics of behavior instruct the traveler how he should behave. Thus,

they lay down norms for behavior or in other words, draw for the traveler the general rules he should

follow in his travel. From a metaphysical point of view, all ethics of behavior are based on three

principles:

1) All h’s predestination for man

2) Absence of human will in relation to All h’s will

3) Man is not the creator of his deeds, obedience, and sin. All h is the Creator.

That is why we see Ibn fiA† Ill h obliges the traveler to be without self direction in his destitution or

earning, and that he should be submitting always to the command of his time. He should not introduce

anything by his own will, and should be sincere in his deeds and worship. He should be cautious
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will not be desperate about reaching to Him. In this connection, he says to the traveler: “Your folly

should not appear so big to you as to get you to abandon thinking well of All h. He that knows his

well his Sustainer, will find his sin tiny in relation to his forgiveness.” He also says, urging the traveler

not to become desperate when he makes a sin, because he might have been doomed for it, “If you

make a sin, it should not be the last sin for which you have been doomed.” He that is ascertained in the

stations of tawba must also be ascertained in droping self direction and planning. A repenter must

abandon both self direction and planning as he repents from sins and folly of all sorts, because they are

worse than sins and folly.

As tawba literally means a return to All h from all that He does not like for the traveler, and as self

direction is not liked by All h because it implies togetherness with Him Who is the only One that

directs, it is a disbelief of the grants of All h to the traveler, and because All h does not like disbelief

for his slaves, a traveler must consequently abandon self direction.

A traveler’s tawba from his sins will not be complete, if remnants of self direction are still latent in

him. In this case, he will be entirely unaware of All h’s good intention for him and his predestination.

When a traveler is assured in the station of tawba and that he has fully fulfilled its dues, he will ascend

to the following station which is abstinence.

2- Abstinence

In Ibn fiA† Ill h’s view, abstinance is of two kinds: obvious abstinence, like abstinence from the

excess of halal foods, dress, and other halal worldly pleasures; and a hidden internal abstinence such

as abstinence in fame, leadership, and other moral things also related to living.

The motive for abstinence is contemplation: if a traveler contemplates life and finds it a place for

others, and finds it as a source for sadness and hardship, he will abstain from it. Ibn fiA† Ill h says in

this connection to the traveler: “He has made it a place for others and a source for the existence of

hardship in order to get you to abstain from it.” He also says to him, disparaging worldliness: “Do not

be astonished at the fall of hardships on you, as long as you are in this world. It does not produce

except what befits it and what is due to its nature.” He also says, urging the traveler not to trust its

beauties but to work for the later life: “When the light of certainty shines for you, you will see the

hereafter nearer to you as you travel to it, and you will see the beauties of this life lying on

annihilation.”

The station of abstinence obliges the traveler to exterminate the love of life and he would envy its

people for what they are involved in. In this connection, he says o the traveler: “You will be utterly

ignorant if you envy people of the world for what they have been given or occupy your mind with

what they have. If you do so, you will be more ignorant that they, because they are occupied with what

they have been given, and you will be occupied with what you have not been given.”

Among the most obvious characteristics of abstinence, in Ibn fiA† Ill h’s view, is that the abstainer

should feel indifferent. He should not rejoice when life comes to him, or despair if it turns away from

him, because if he rejoices for the presence of something and is depressed for its loss, he will be a

slave to it. Ibn fiA† Ill h says to the traveler:

“You should not be sorry for losing anything and not be happy for the presence of anything.

He who is pleased when he finds something and is sad when he loses it

will be ascertaining his slave hood to this thing,

for its presence pleased him and its loss saddened him.”

How can a traveler achieve this particular characteristic of abstinence, which is indifference? Ibn

fiA† Ill h replies that the traveler should not rejoice in attaining worldly joy. In fact, this is extremely

difficult. Who among people will not rejoice when life fulfills his desires, or gives him its means? A
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As the one  ascertained in patience refrains from what All h does not like for him, and since planning

and choice are not liked for him by All h, those who are in the station of patience must abandon self

direction and choice, otherwise their patience will not be correct.

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h relates to us that patience with taboos is a patience with human desires, and patience

with duties is patience with the necessitates of slavehood. The greatest need of these necessities is

dropping self direction by the traveler.

For great üfis, there is an additional and special kind of patience: they are patient with concealing the

secrets that are revealed to them. They do not rely on creations, they do not stop with lights in fear of

getting veiled by them from All h. They bear the harm of people to them, are steadfast with fate, stick

to goodness and all other attributes of the traveler.

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h believes that the ascertainment of the traveler of the station of patience only occurs by

sheer heavenly attention. If All h wishes to strengthen the traveler in meeting His examinations, he

will cover him with His luminous attributes, so while destiny takes its course, All h’s light will

precede it, so the traveler will be with All h and not left to himself. He consequently accepts destiny

with whatever it bears of hardship or pain. As long as the traveler has full faith in fate, is witnessing

the appropriateness of All h’s choice, His grace, kindness, and grants, and so long as he is dropping

self direction and choice, he will not be upset with the presence of calamities and distress, but he will

endure All h’s decrees and will be certain that All h’s kindness is latent in his fate. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h

shows the means which help the traveler to be patient and how they are grants from All h for those

whom He cherishes. “Know that if All h wishes to strengthen a slave against His judgment on him, He

covers him with lights of His attributes so fate falls preceded by His light, and so the slave will be with

All h and not with himself. He will be strong enough to bear their stress and hardship. What really

gets üfis to bear His judgment is the flow of heavenly illumination on them. You can also say, that

what helps them to bear His judgment is that the door of understanding will be opened for them. You

can also say that what helps them to bear His judgment is their beholding of the appropriate choice.

You can also says that what gets them to bear what has befallen them is their knowledge that He sees

them. You can also say that what gets them to endure His deeds is His revelation of His bounty and

beauty for them. You can also say, what gets them to endure His judgment is their knowledge that

patience yields contentment. You can also say, what gets them to accept fate is the unveiling of veils

for them. You can also say that what helps them to bear the weight of orders is the revelation of the

secrets for His deeds to them. You can also say that what gets them to endure His judgment is their

knowledge of what has been instituted in them of His kindness and support. These are ten reasons

which aid the slave to be patient, stand upright in front of his Master’s destiny, and be strong when

orders are passed on him. All h is the giver and provider of all these by His sheer grace to those who

are within His special circle of attention.”

Patience therefore, in Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s view, is not the earning of a slave; it is a sheer endowment by

All h, with which He endows those who are within His special circle of attention. In addition, patience

should be based entirely on free faith in fate and dropping self direction and choice.

We have also seen how Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s doctrine of faith in fate and dropping self direction is active in

formulating his üfi views about one of the most important stations on the travel to All h,

According to Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h‘s classification of the stations of travel, the station of gratitude follows the

station of patience:

4- gratitude:

Gratitude, in Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s view, is of three kinds: gratitude of the tongue, which means

acknowledgment of bliss: All h says: “Of the bliss of your sustainer, you should speak.” Of the

gratitude of the organs, which are working for All h’s obedience, All h says: “Work for the folks of
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Dawüd in gratitude”; and the gratitude of the interior is an attestation that All h alone is the provider

of bliss and that any bliss is from Him alone. All h says: “Any bliss that is worth you, is from All h.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h states that there is a kind of gratitude for each man according to his state. If a man is

knowledgeable, his gratitude to All h for what he has of knowledge is guidance of people. If he is rich,

his gratitude in this case will be giving to people and looking after their needs. If he has fame and

authority, his gratitude to All h will be by pushing away harm and distress from those who come

within the circle of his authority.

From Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s words about gratitude there emanates to us a picture of how a good society

should be. He says that it is a duty for scholars to guide people. This implies that they should avail

people of their knowledge. It also implies that knowledge should not be the scholars’ monopoly but

that it should be shared among all people, who benefit from it in refining their manners and improving

their lives.

Also our üfi Sƒaykƒ sees that the rich must be generous to the poor, giving them of what they own. If

the duty of the rich in society is to help the poor, the duty of sultans, rulers, and leaders is to drive

away from people all harm, and they should ascertain social justice among the populace.

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h accordingly understands the station of gratitude comprehensively and in a way which

reveals that he was not among those üfis who pull themselves out of society for worship and

contemplation and consequently become ignorant of the life of the society in which they live. Ibn

‘A† ’Ill h sees an interior and an exterior in gratitude. The exterior of gratitude is the traveler’s

subordination to All h’s orders and refraining from his prohibitions. Its interior is the beholding of

All h’s bliss and attestation of it.

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h confirms the traveler’s need and obligation to gratitude for All h’s blessings. This

gratitude will be a reason for them to last and be augmented. He says to the traveler: “He who is not

grateful for blessings, exposes himself to their loss. He who is grateful for them, will find them.” He

also says to some of his friends in Alexandria around this meaning: “…All h has guaranteed an excess

for the grateful without any limitation. All h says: ‘If you are thankful, I shall give you more.’ If He

has guaranteed excess over what He has given to them, how can He not get His previous grants to last

with them? He that likes to keep them should tie them up in order not to leave them to run away, so tie

up the blessings of All h for you by your gratitude to Him.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h warns the traveler not to be unaware of the presence of All h’s bliss. He should fear

All h’s taking His gifts back so that he knows them after they are lost. In this, he says to the traveler:

“He that does not see blessings when they are present, will know them when they are lost.”

Ibn 'A† ’Ill h shows that as a sign of the traveler’s politeness, is that he should always be thankful to

All h, so that when bliss comes to him, his delight with it should not get him to forget thanking its

giver, otherwise that will be an indication of his insincerity in his slavehood to All h. He says to the

traveler: “The flow of bliss on you should not take you by surprise as that you forget performing your

duties of gratitude, otherwise you will be demoted.”

Yet, what will a traveler do when any person gives him something? Our Sƒaykƒ replies that the

traveler should be thankful to people because that is an order of shari’a. He should however know that

it is All h alone who grants and not people, because of All h’s singularity of granting in His kingdom.

All h however wants that His grants be passed through the hands of His slaves in order to get them to

reach to whoever He chooses for His own attention. Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h says in one of his maxims: “If the

eye of the heart sees that it is only All h alone who grants, shari’a provides that you must thank his

creatures.”

Ibn 'A† ’Ill h, as usual, does not forget to apply his doctrine of dropping self direction in the station of

gratitude. He shows to us that the meaning of gratitude is that man should not disobey All h in
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gratitude for All h’s grants to him. As mind is All h’s greatest bliss for man, a traveler must not

therefore disobey All h through planning with this mind. Without the mind, man cannot plan with

All h. Material things cannot plan because they have no mind to look into potential results and get

concerned with them. Consequently, gratitude to All h for the bliss of the mind, necessitates dropping

self direction and planning with All h. The station of gratitude will not be correct for a traveler if he

still has in his heart yearnings for planning and willing.

After the station of gratitude comes the station of fear and hope:

5- the station of fear and hope:

Fear and hope, in Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s view, are two stations on the path to All h and not states as other

üfis think. They both share the traveler’s nafs on his journey to All h.

A traveler will be in the station of fear when he becomes afraid that All h may take away from him

what he has of states and stations, due to his knowledge that All h’s judgment is overwhelming and

that His will is dominant. If He wants to take them from him, He will do it and He is not to be asked

for what He does, but people are asked. In one of his petitions, our Sƒaykƒ says: “My All h, your

overwhelming judgment and dominance will have not left anything for him that has states or him that

speaks.” Al Rondi explains this statement, saying: “Understanding this meaning obliges the slave to be

in the station of fear and to be ascertained in it. If he is well spoken and in a favorable state, he still

cannot be certain of the judgment, as the True overrules everything and His will dominates

everything.”

üfis’ fear of losing these states and stations is the fear of the elite. It is different from the fear of

commoners, who fear All h’s punishment when they sin and fear fire to burn their bodies. Ibn

‘A† ’Ill h says: “…commoners have not pierced with the eye of their hearts to witness the grants of

the True on them like faith, ’Islam, knowledge, singlularisation, and love. They know that All h has

threatened the disobedient with His punishment, so they fear sinning which will be a cause for

punishment falling on them. Their fear is due to their self love; they fear being punished by All h. As

for the elite (the chosen), and grace to them, they work for maintaining themselves in order to go to

Him without being contaminated or unclean.”

A traveler’s fear of losing his states and stations should however obsess him. He should never lose

hope in All h. Whenever he is afraid, he should know that beyond his fear are the attributes of Who is

never to be desperate of His benevolence and mercy. He should know that All h has only frightened

him to bring him to His company. Fear therefore should be a motive for hope.

Our Sƒaykƒ also shows to us that as another motive for hope, the traveler ought to consider grants,

endowments, and bliss to him. Here his hope grows and he will think well of All h. Yet, as a traveler

carries on thinking of his disobedience and offences, he will not get out of fear’s range. In this context,

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says to the traveler: “If you want Him to open the door of hope to you, behold what you

do for Him.”

The most important condition for hope, in Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s view, is that is should be accompanied with

deeds; otherwise, it will just be wishful thinking. Desiring is contrary to slavehood and what it requires

of dropping self direction. A traveler should not therefore be negative in his behavior, but he has

always to perform acts of obedience and worship for proximity to All h. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says in one of

his maxims which is very deep and comprehensive:

“Hope is always accompanied with work,

otherwise it will be wishful thinking.”
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Is not his maxim in the meaning of hope worthy to be made use of by people in their day-to-day life?

Anyone of us often reverts to himself and wishes for many things. His time is lost in wistfulness, but

he never attains any target. If he occupies his time in getting work done instead, he will reach, or at

least he will be contributing to reaching what he had desired, without wasting time.

Hope, with our Sƒaykƒ and so should it be with all people, must be accompanied with continuous hard

work to achieve what one wants to get. Hope, therefore, must be a motive for positive and productive

work, and not used sas a motive for escape, failure, and losing time in false illusions and imagination.

Hope also, as Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h sees, motivates fear. An ascertained traveler in the station of hope is

normally afraid of the heavenly unseen and fears that what he is experiencing of hope might be a sort

of test for him or a veil for him from All h. In this connection, Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says: “When üfis hope,

they fear. They fear His unknown judgment lying behind their hope. They also fear that what is

revealed to them of hope, could be a test for their mureeds: will they stop with the exterior of hope, or

will they penetrate to what is hidden in destiny? Hope therefore motivates fear.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says in one of his petitions about his own ascertainment of hope and fear, that they

follow each other within himself: “My All h, my hope in You never ends even when I disobey You

and my fear does not leave me even when I obey You.”

He goes on to indicate that the stations of hope and fear will not be correct unless by dropping self

direction, as with all other stations of behavior. If a traveler is ascertained with the station of fear, it

means the burden of fear has penetrated his heart. Is he is so, he will never be able in real fact to plan

or direct himself. In other words, fear of All h and self direction never combine.

In the same way, if the traveler is ascertained in the station of hope, it means that his heart has been

filled with All h’s delight and that he is occupied with dealing in deeds with All h, because hope must

be accompanied with continuous work. Will therefore there be any time left for him in which he hopes

to plan for anything with All h?

In Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s classification of the stations for behavior, the stations of contentment and reliance

on All h, follow the stations of fear and hope:

6- stations of contentment and reliance on All h:

Contentment, as Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h sees it, is the full acceptance of All h’s saying: “All h has been content

with them and they were content with Him”, and to the Prophet’s saying, peace and blessings be upon

him,: “He feels the taste of faith, who is content with All h.”

This prophetic hadith explains to us that who is not assured by contentment will not feel the taste of

faith. His belief will be like an image which has no life in it or that faith will be an outer faith and not

an inner one. He that is assured by contentment will be content with All h as his Sustainer. He will

submit to Him, subside in his judgment and get himself subordinated to Him. Here he finds happiness

and the comfort of submission. When a traveler is content with All h as the Sustainer, All h will be

content with him. All h says: “All h has been content with them and they are content with Him.”

This sort of concept of contentment, with Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h and other üfis, is based entirely on an Islamic

foundation which refutes what is sometimes said, that contentment with üfi Muslims is an Indian

thought in its origin.

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h does not consider contentment as an earning by the traveler. He relates it to heavenly

attention. In this he says: “Contentment with All h can only be together with understanding,

understanding can only be with illumination, illumination can only be with proximity and proximity

will never be attained, except by heavenly attention….”
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The traveler’s ascertainment in the station of contentment is in itself an ascertainment in the station of

reliance on All h, and therefore there is a very strong link between contentment and reliance on All h.

As our Sƒaykƒ says: “He who is content with All h’s judgment, submitting to his fate, will always be

subordinating to All h in everything, relying on Him, sure of the arrival of His benefits to him. This is

reliance on All h itself. The motive for the station of reliance on All h is full faith in the fact that

everything is in the hand of All h. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says in the Maxims: “He who is sure that All h loves

him, will be very sincere in asking Him. He who knows well that everything is in the hand of All h,

reliance on All h will be his lot.” This saying of Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h refers to the Qur’ nic ayah: “For Him,

everything returns. So worship Him and rely on Him.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h also shows that the stations of reliance on All h and contentment will not be correct

except by dropping self direction. In this respect, he says: “Self direction contradicts the station of

reliance on All h because he that relies on All h will submit to Him, rely on Him in everything. This

necessitates dropping self direction and subsiding in fate. Dropping self direction in the stations of

contentment and reliance on All h is more visibly needed then in other station… self direction also

contradicts the station of contentment and that is self evident, because he who is content has already

been sufficed by All h’s predestination. How can then he plan with Him when he has already accepted

All h’s previous planning for him? Do you not know that the light of contentment washes the toil of

planning from their hearts? He who is content with All h, is delighted by the light of contentment and

does not need therefore any other planning by himself….”

In the classification of stations by Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h, the station of love follows the station of contentment

and reliance on All h, and it is the last of all stations:

7- the station of love:

Love, with Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h, is among the most important stations of certainty, but he does not consider it

the most perfect station with which a traveler is to be ascertained on his travel on the path to All h.

The station of contentment, in his view, is better because the content is freer from the desires of his

nafs and free even from requesting the fulfillment of any desire. As for the content, all conditions

involving him will be alike, whether they are accompaniment, abandonment, proximity, or extremity,

because he is content with All h in all of them. The lover is not so, because he desires a continuity of

the company and witnessing his beloved. He is with what he likes for himself. Therefore, his station

will be inferior to the station of contentment. In this respect, Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h says o the traveler: “Know

that love is among the noblest stations of certainty to the extent that pious people differ on which is

more perfect, the station of love, or the station of contentment.” In our view, the station of contentment

is more perfect because the dominance of love may be over the lover’s capacity to bear, and his

longing may overcome him, so he may ask for what does not befit his station. Do you not see that the

lover always wants a continuous beholding of his beloved, but the content will always be satisfied,

whether he beholds or even if he is veiled? The lover desires continuous company but the content is

content with All h, whether He draws him near to Him, or cuts him off because he is not with what he

desired for himself, but he is with what All h wishes for him. A lover always wants a continuous

discourse with his beloved and the content does not yearn for anything. We have a poem in this respect

which says:

“In the past, I used to ask for their company,

and when knowledge came to me and my ignorance vanished,

I was ascertained that a slave had no demands.

If they draw near, that will be due to their bounty.

If they go far away, that will be due to their justice.
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If they make themselves visible,

They only show their attributes.

If they veil me, their veiling will be esteemed.”

When Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h sees the station of contentment as superior to the station of love, he differs from

Al Ghazali, who sees the station of love as the most perfect and highest station. He considers

contentment as one of its fruits. This can be derived from his saying: “…love for All h is the extreme

end of stations and the highest step. There will be no station beyond love, except what can be one of

its fruits, or one of its satellites, like yearning, delight, contentment, etc., and there is no station before

the station of love, except what can be considered an introduction to it, like tawba, patience,

abstinence, etc….”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s preference of the station of contentment to the station of love is only a result of his

master idea that directs his üfi doctrine, i.e. dropping self direction and planning. He sees that the

station of contentment, which implies the traveler’s contentment with all commands of All h and

which, by necessity, calls for dropping of self direction, is more perfect than the station of love, in

which the traveler may be stationary with what he desired for himself of being in the company of

All h or of any of his desired personal. We therefore see him indicating that among the most needed

requirements for the station of love, is that the lover should be free from asking for compensation. In

other words, the traveler should be free in his love from wishing a fulfillment of his personal desires,

because this can be a sign of self will, which is discouraged in the travel to All h in relation to what he

should always do in dropping his will and wishes.

He says in one of his maxims:

“He will not be a lover who asks for compensation from his beloved or who asks Him

for anything for himself. Your lover gives you and he is not your lover who asks you to give him.”

Consequently, a traveler will not perfect his station of love, in Ibn Ata’Illah’s view, unless in his love,

he is ascertained with dropping self direction, planning, and is abandoning entirely his personal

desires. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says here: “Self direction also contradicts the station of love, because the lover

should be consumed in the love of his beloved… the lover has no time to plan with All h, because his

love for All h occupies him. Some people have said: He that has tasted a drop of sincere love for

All h, it will distract him from anything else.”

8- stations and dropping self direction:

We have been told before of the nine stations of the path to All h in which the traveler rises from one

to the other. These are tawba, abstinence, patience, gratitude, fear and hope, contentment and reliance

on All h, and love. We have also seen how each of them will not be perfect without dropping self

direction, and will be perfected by so doing in it.

Indeed, Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h’s trying to base all stations of behavior on a foundation of dropping self

direction cannot be considered free from over doing, because a traveler’s ascent through his nafs-jihad

cannot coincide with dropping self direction. Ascent in stations is itself a voluntary action which is

done by the traveler. Take tawba as an example, which is the traveler’s abandonment of his sins and

repressing his passions. It is an act which clearly shows the presence of self will. How can a repenter

stop laboring in abandoning sin? In this case, he abandons his deeds for tawba, which is really strange.

If üfis have agreed that a station is what is earned by the slave and are told that: “States are grants,

but stations are gains”, and that “stations are gained by making efforts”, our Sƒaykƒ does not agree

with them, that stations are gained by the traveler, because if he admits that, he will admit that there is

real existence of human will, and that it has an entry into the fulfillment of ascertaining stations, which

contradicts his doctrine of dropping self direction and planning. That is why we have seen him
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introducing heavenly attention when speaking about stations of tawba, patience, and contentment, into

their spheres in a away that an accurate researcher would understand that Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h does not see

stations as gains by the slave, but that they are grants from All h with which He endows whomever He

likes of travelers.

If stations do occur, as our Sƒaykƒ sees, by sheer heavenly attention, why then should a traveler

practice nafs-jihad in obliging himself for tawba, abstinence, patience, etc.?

Had Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h went on to say that man’s will has an entry in ascertaining stations, yet as an act of

politeness he should not see them related to himself, but to the will of All h, there would have been no

contradiction in this respect.

It seems, however, that Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h does not like this interpretation, but that he wished to proceed in

his doctrine of dropping self direction till the end. He considered that stations of the journey, which we

find as real manifestations for the traveler’s will, are all related to All h’s will, which has chosen the

traveler to attain them. He clearly shows that his doctrine in its essence is a doctrine of predestination

which does not admit the presence of any free will for man.

Now that we have seen how a traveler ascends in stations through dropping his self direction and will,

as seen by Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h, and how he should practice rules of behavior in those stations, helping to get

him to live in free harmony with fate and All h’s will, we now move to draw a picture for the traveler

with respect to the states the flow over him, which will show us how the traveler should also be

without will, because the states that he encounters all come from All h and are acts of His own will

and grace.

3- states

1- the flow of states:

Many states overlap with stations. Among them, as Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h has also said, are the states of

delight, depression, merriment, separation, communion, absence, presence, sobriety, intoxication,

annihilation, and existence.

These states are results of assured stations. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h shows us that being assured with stations

will provide good states for the traveler, and that good states will result in good deeds. To this

interrelation between stations, states, and deeds, he says in one of his maxims: “Good deeds are results

of good states. Good states are results of being assured in stations.”

States flow on the traveler without any will from himself for them; they are sheer heavenly grants.

They differ according to the difference of wajidat (visions) which fall on the heart of the traveler,

bearing spiritual secrets that fill states. There is a vision which brings delight, a vision that brings

depression, and a vision that yields merriment, etc. Because those visions that flow on the traveler are

varied and numerous, the traveler’s deeds and states will also be varied. Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h says in this

reference: “The nature of deeds differ because of the varied visions of states.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h believes that All h gets these states to flow on the traveler to get him to draw nearer to

Him. He says: “He gets the vision to flow on you, to draw you nearer to Him.” He also explains that

the wisdom in getting them to fall on the traveler is to get him to be freed of the others to which he

might have subsided due to his desires and his planning for himself. In this respect, he says in one of

his maxims: “He brought the vision to you, to take you away from the hands of “others” and free you

from the slavery of creations. He brought the vision to you, to get you out of the jail of your existence

into the space of witnessing Him.”

Our Sƒaykƒ indicates that the flow of (tidings) on the traveler distracts his habits and the rashness of

his nafs, which means that there is a moral practical function for states: he says to the traveler: “When

heavenly waridat flow on you, they distract your habits.” “When kings enter a village, they ruin it.”
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He also says to the traveler: “The tiding comes from the Dominant, consequently nothing will ever

stand against it without being destroyed. “We throw truth on the fake, it suppresses it and so it dies

away.”

The value of the tiding, as our Sƒaykƒ sees, is its fruit, which is of the purification of the nafs, not the

fulfillment of personal desires. He says to the traveler: “Do not esteem a tiding of which you doubt its

fruit. The function of the cloud is not to rain, but to produce harvest.”

A traveler should not also be proud or vain with tidings so as to lean on them and forget their Giver,

Who is All h. A sign of his leaning on them is his request to get them to stay while they are present.

This will not be an act of politeness on the path. His politeness should be in destitution of all personal

gains. He says to the traveler: “Do not ask for getting tidings to last after they have already spread

their lights and yielded their secrets. You have all the abundance for you in All h who will make you

in no need of anything, while nothing can ever make you in no need of Him.”

If the traveler corrects his behavior during the fall of the waridat, they will yield to him their good

fruits in the various states to which he shall encounter. We shall detail those states as follows:

2- delight:

To feel delighted by the company of All h is a station which is granted to the traveler by All h.

Delight in the company of All h gets the traveler not to feel delight in people.

A traveler will not be ascertained with the state of delight, in our Sƒaykƒ’s view, except by secluding

himself from people in isolation. He says to the traveler: “If you get isolated from people, He will

open for you the door of delight with Him. Walis have conquered themselves by isolation and

seclusion so they heard from All h and got delighted with Him. If you want to clean the mirror of your

heart from impurities, abandon what üfis abandoned, which is the delight with people.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h also says that delight with All h does not occur to the traveler except after he has

alienated himself from people. In one of his maxims, he says: “When He alienates your from His

creations, know that He wants to open for you the door of delight with Him.”

As it is All h who opens the door of delight to the traveler, the state of delight comes by the sheer

attention of All h and the traveler’s will has therefore no entry to achieve it. Listen to Ibn ‘Ata’Ill h

supplicating his Sustainer and indicating that gnosis, love, and delight, and only by His sheer grace:

“You have illuminated the hearts of your walis so they knew You and singularized You. You have

banished the “others” from the hearts of Your beloveds, so they loved You alone and did not resort

to others, but to You. You have delighted them, when creations alienated them….”

Delight with the company of All h, in his view, goes together with the station of love for All h. Ibn

‘A† ’Ill h says also in his supplication: “You have got your lovers to taste the sweetness of Your

delight, so they stood petitioning to You.”

3- depression and merriment:

Depression and merriment are also states that flow on the traveler on his path to All h.

Depression and merriment are two successive psychological states. In depression, the traveler feels

worry, sadness, and pain, while in merriment, he feels joy, peace, and contentment.

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says that a traveler sometimes gets depressed and sometimes gets merry in spite of

himself, i.e. during them, he is without will or planning. How can he produce any of them, while states

flow on him by the sheer will of All h? All h may get him out of them by His own will so that the

traveler should not resort to either and should stay with All h. In this respect, he says to the traveler:
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“He has delighted you in order not to leave you in depression

and depressed you in order that you not rely on merriment.

He delivered you from both of them in order for you not to be for anything but Him.”

In merriment, as our Sƒaykƒ sees, there is a gain for the nafs because of the presence of joy.

Depression is not so there is no gain for the nafs in it. He says in the Maxims “The nafs finds gain in

merriment by the presence of joy, and it has no gain in depression.”

As there is gain for the nafs in merriment, and absence of it in depression, knowers, as Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h

says, fear the state of merriment because they fear everything in which there is gain for the nafs. On

the contrary, in the state of depression, they see themselves near to safety because they find no gain for

the nafs. If this is so clear, we shall understand his maxim in which he says: “Knowers, when delighted,

are afraid more when they are depressed. Very few only stand by the limits of politeness when they get

merry.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h consequently prefers the state of depression to the state of merriment because he fears

the traveler may get out of the command of his time, which is his most needed requirement in the state

of merriment. It is not so in the state of depression. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h says in this connection: “Merriment

is the pitfall of man. It calls for their caution and resorting to All h…Depression is nearer to safety

because it is the slave’s place being in the grip of All h who is wholly encountering him. How can a

slave be merry if such is his place? Merriment is also an exit from the command of time. Depression

also befits this world….”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h compares depression with the dark night and compares merriment with the shining day

and shows the traveler that the night of depression may be more beneficial to him than the day of

merriment. A traveler does not really know which is more beneficial to him because both are out of his

control and are related to All h’s will and wish. In this, he says to the traveler: “He may benefit you in

the night of depression more than in the day of merriment. You do not really know which is more

beneficial.”

Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h was influenced in his above comparison by his Sƒaykƒ Abu-l -˘assan ash-Sƒ dƒdƒuli,

the founder of the Sƒadƒdƒuli school. Asƒ-Sƒ dƒdƒuli ¸preceded him in making this comparison.

Al Rondi in his interpretation of the Maxims indicated that Sƒ dƒdƒulis, including Ibn At ’Ill ah, have

completed all talk about depression and merriment unlike other üfis who only have left to us a few

sentences about depression and merriment.

It is natural to find Al Rondi influenced by Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h with regard to depression and merriment

through his interpretation of the Maxims. There is research about Al Rondi (died 1392 AD), by the

Spanish orientalist Miguel Asin Palacios in which he refers to the probability that the Christian üfi

San Juan De la Cruz had been influenced in his üfi doctrine by Al Rondi’s doctrine. He states that

there is a very strong resemblance with regard to depression and merriment between San Juan de la

Cruz and the Sƒadƒdƒulis. He states, after explaining the states of depression and merriment as

Sƒ dƒdƒulis, including Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h, see them, that the state of depression compared to a dark night

is strongly similar to the state which San Juan de la Cruz calls “Noche Oscura del Alma” (dark night

of the nafs), and considers it the real basis of üfism. He prefers it to the state of merriment, which is

seen by San Juan as also seen by Sƒ dƒdƒulis as a kind of the nafs’ hidden passions which a üfi has

to conquer more actively than any other passion or pleasure. Palacios is inclined to believe that San

Juan de la Cruz had been influenced in his preference of the dark night of depression over merriment

by Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h and Al Rondi, who confirm, as Apalaciios says, that All h gives his blessing to the

nafs in the darkness of depression more than in the shining day of merriment.

Palacios bases his view of the influence of Al Rondi in San Juan de la Cruz on the fact that Al Rondi

was born and lived in Spain and was near historically and geographically from the Escuela
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It is accordingly clear to us, as it is to our Sƒaykƒ, how he prefers states in which the traveler is not

absent from himself or from people like sobriety, separation, existence and presence. He sees that

states of absence, intoxication, annihilation, aggregation, are inferior. This is due, in our view, to the

fact that he is an ascertained and deeply rooted üfi who is guiding others to All h. Such a man cannot

be affected by states of absence in any way.

6- states and dropping self direction:

It has been made clear to us when talking about states that our Sƒaykƒ always expresses his view of

dropping self direction and will, his faith in fate, and heavenly attention.

He has shown to us that the traveler in his delight, depression, merriment, annihilation, existence, is

always without will and without choice, because those states flow over him by the sheer will of All h

and attention. He also shows to us that a very important prerequisite of annihilation is that the traveler

should look for annihilating his deeds by the deeds of All h. All h takes out his will and choice and so

the traveler does not see really any doer except All h.

In addition, ‘shows to us that the most perfect behavior in states is that the traveler should be without

will and without choice to the extent that even if he sees himself ascertained in any state, he does not

relate it to his will, or in other words, due to his willing and readiness, otherwise he will pretend

something he does not own. That explains why All h transmits to him states abruptly so he cannot

pretend they are results of his worship and obedience or willful action. In this respect, Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h

says in one of his maxims: “Heavenly waridat (tidings) are often abrupt so that no slave can pretend

them to be results of his preparedness.” Heavenly waridat, which yield states, are heavenly grants

which He bestows on his slaves. Ibn ‘A† ’Ill h agrees in this respect with other üfis who have states

also, that a state is a meaning that descends on the heart without any will, gain or production.” States

for this reason are “grants” and not earnings in that they come from “the Source of bounty and not my

making effort.”
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